Consigned by: Laurene M Krueger, Norwalk, WI

MAJOR STAR BELLE
(Illinois Eligible)
Bay Filly - Foaled May 05, 2020 - Registration #8V073

By MAJOR BOMBAY p, 3, 1:50.1, BT 1:49.4f-'12 ($575,031). Sire of 3 in 1:55 - 12 in 2:00 including HARTS HEART p, 2, 1:55.3, 3, 1:54.4 - '21, BT 1:53.3 - '21 ($62,662); BOOTSY BOMBAY p, 2, 1:56.2 - '20, BT 1:55.4 - '20 ($58,653); BOMBAY BOBBY p, 2, 1:58.1, 3, 1:55.4 - '21 ($45,205); ADMIT p, 2, 1:58.3, 3, 1:55.4, 4, 1:54.1 - '20, BT 1:52.0s-'19 ($36,425) etc.
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1st dam

Ara Belle Star p, BT Q2:00.1s-'16 ($1,740), by DALI p, 3, 1:48.2f. At 2, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Converse; third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Shelbyville. First foal.

2nd dam

LEGACY FRANCO N p, 1:53.1 - '09, BT 1:52.4 - '09 ($152,545) 33 wins, by BADLANDS HANOVER p, 2, 1:50.0z. As aged, second in Isle Mile Series leg at Pompano Park, Open (3 times) at Rockingham Park, Staff & Management LC leg at Colonial Downs; third in Open at Rockingham Park. From 3 foals, dam of:

Ara Belle Star (m, Dali) p, BT Q2:00.1s-'16 ($1,740). As Above.

3rd dam

LETS GO FRANCO by HOLMES HANOVER p, 4, 1:54.2. From 1 foal, dam of 1 winner (1 in 1:55) including:

LEGACY FRANCO N (m, Badlands Hanover) p, 1:53.1 - '09, BT 1:52.4 - '09 ($152,545) 33 wins. As Above.

4th dam

LANCIA by ARMBRO HURRICANE p, 2, 2:00.0. From 10 foals, dam of 2 winners (1 in 1:57) including:

LITIGATE N (g, Boyd Hanover) p, 1:55.2 ($86,134) 21 wins.
FRANCOS LIMELIGHT (g, Falcon Seelster) p, 1:58.3 - '03, BT 1:55.1f-'02 ($15,972) 6 wins. Nitouche (m, Nat Lobell). Dam of NICOLE FRANCO N p, 1:54.4f - '97, BT 1:54.3f-'97 ($103,181); FRANCOS NOTION N p, 1:56.4h - '95, BT 1:54.4h - '94 ($76,268) etc.; grandam of MOONLIGHT BLISS p, 2, 1:58.2, 3, 1:54.0, 4, 1:53.0 - '06, BT 1:52.3 - '06 ($136,382) etc.

5th dam

VALENCIA by LOCAL LIGHT. From 2 foals, dam of 1 winner including:

Stake Engagements

IL Conceived IL Foaled Downstate Classic